Older adults are the most rapidly growing age group in the United States, and it is estimated that 22.2 % of U.S. adults over 71 years of age have cognitive impairments without dementia and 13.9% have dementia. Cognitive impairment is associated with reduced quality of life, increased risk of hospitalization, inability to live independently, and increased health care costs; therefore, identification of modifiable risk factors for prevention and delay of cognitive decline is of increasing importance. There is a growing body of research and interest in the relationship between diet and cognitive function. Epidemiologic studies suggest that cognitive function may be improved and cognitive decline prevented as a function of a particular nutrient, food group or dietary pattern; however, results from these trials have failed to be replicated in randomized controlled trials. One possible reason for the equivocality of findings in the diet and cognitive function literature may be the methodological issues and limitations in the assessment of dietary patterns and nutritional intake. Self-reported dietary data can be biased by many factors such as age, gender, socioeconomic status, and education; yet, there is limited research on the impact of cognitive function on the integrity of self-reported dietary data. Cognitive function itself may bias diet assessment methods, subsequently obscuring the evaluation of the nutritioncognition relationship. The present review summarizes methodological validation studies that provide insight into potential errors of diet assessment methods due to cognitive function, identifies research gaps and provides recommendations for improving diet assessment accuracy in studies of individuals with cognitive impairments.
Introduction
Older adults ( ≥ 65 years) are the most rapidly growing age group in the United States, and this segment of the population is expected to double to 72 million by 2030 (1) . It is estimated that 22.2 % of U.S. adults over 71 years of age have cognitive impairments without dementia (2) and 13.9% have dementia (3) . Cognitive impairment is associated with reduced quality of life, increased risk of hospitalization, inability to live independently, and increased health care costs (2) . The incidence of cognitive impairment is expected to increase as the population of older adults continues to grow and will subsequently increase demands on the health care system. Therefore, identification of modifiable risk factors for prevention and delay of cognitive decline is of increasing importance and can have a significant impact on public health.
There is a growing body of research and developing interest in the relationship between diet and cognitive function. Observational studies suggest that cognitive function may be improved and cognitive decline prevented as a function of a particular nutrient, food group or dietary pattern (4) . Antioxidants, B vitamins, polyunsaturated fatty acids, and Vitamin D are a few of the nutritional factors that have been associated with reduced risk of age-related cognitive decline and dementia (4) . It has been estimated that interventions that could delay the onset of Alzheimer's disease by one year would result in 11.8 million fewer cases worldwide by 2050 (5); thus, even modest delays in disease onset and progression could significantly decrease the future burden of dementia. However, identification of dietary factors for future prevention strategies is hindered because results from observational trials have failed to be replicated in randomized controlled trials (RCTs). For example, RCTs examining the effects of supplementation of omega-3 and/or omega-6 fatty acids have found little or no improvements in cognitive function in individuals with varying degrees of cognitive impairment (6) . Similarly, RCTs examining the effects of B6, B12 and folate supplements report null results across a range of supplementation doses and followup periods (7) . These costly RCTs, designed after abundant observational studies, have yet to provide sufficient support for previous observational findings.
One possible reason for the equivocality of findings in the diet and cognitive function literature may be the methodological issues and limitations in the assessment of dietary patterns and nutritional intake. The majority of observational studies examining the relationship between nutrition and risk of cognitive decline have been conducted in older adults, and changes in cognitive function are common in this population (8) . Self-reported dietary data can be biased by many factors such as age, gender, socioeconomic status, and education (9) , yet there is limited research on the impact of cognitive function on the integrity of self-reported dietary data. Critical analysis and interpretation of self-reported dietary data, especially in populations with high incidence of cognitive impairment are necessary for progress in the field of nutrition and cognition and successful translation of nutrition research for clinical benefit. Cognitive function itself may bias diet assessment methods, subsequently interfering with the evaluation of the nutrition-cognition relationship. In the present review, we first describe the most commonly used methods of dietary assessment and briefly overview examples from the literature linking diet to cognition using these methods. We then summarize methodological validation studies that provide insight into potential errors of diet assessment methods due to cognitive dysfunction, identify research gaps and provide recommendations for improving diet assessment accuracy in studies of individuals with cognitive impairments.
Diet Assessment Methods
The nutritional epidemiology of cognitive function remains inconsistent in part due to the inherent errors and limitations of available diet assessment methods. Protocols, strengths and limitations of different assessment methods have been discussed and reviewed in greater detail elsewhere (see (9) ). This section will briefly discuss traditional methods of dietary assessment and how they have been used in studies investigating the relationship between nutrition and cognitive function.
Dietary Records
Respondents complete dietary records by documenting all food and beverage intake over a given time period, typically three to seven days. Food records are completed electronically or through pen and paper methods at the time of the eating occasion to minimize reliance on memory, and are based upon either estimated or weighed food measurements. Estimated food records use standard household measures such as cups or tablespoons, food models, or pictures for quantification of dietary intake, and weighed food records require an individual to use a scale to weigh every item consumed. Food records can successfully capture a high level of detail relative to food intake when the respondent accurately records the amount consumed, preparation method, brand names, and recipes. Unfortunately, this method is subject to underreporting and incomplete records because of the requirements of respondent motivation, literacy, and the influence of recording intake on dietary behaviors (9) . Despite these limitations, weighed food records are regarded as a "gold standard" and often serve as the reference instrument for validation of other diet assessment methods. Food records are rarely used in large-scale studies due to expensive analysis and the need for in-person instruction and review of records for the entire sample. However, a 3-day food record booklet, designed to remove the need for in-person instruction and review yield results comparable to records "corrected" by an in-person review with a nutritionist (10) .
Several studies have used food records to identify associations between dietary intake and cognitive function. A prospective study of older adults in Madrid assessed dietary intake with 7-day estimated and 5-day weighed food records (11) . Individuals with adequate mini-mental state examination (MMSE) scores (≥28) at baseline had higher intakes of total food, fish, alcoholic drinks, thiamin, folate and vitamin C and lower intakes of saturated fats, cholesterol and snack foods than those with MMSE scores <28. A cross-sectional and short-term prospective study of the elderly evaluated dietary intake with 3-day estimated food records (12) . Although no dietary differences were identified at baseline between individuals with normal or low MMSE score, individuals that showed improvement in MMSE scores at follow-up (mean = 8.5 months) had significantly higher consumption of calcium and omega-3 fatty acids than subjects without improvement. A cross-sectional study in young and middleaged adults investigated the relationship between dietary intake of saccharides and cognitive performance (13) . Dietary intake was measured with a 3-day food record and results indicated that saccharide intake was a significant predictor of verbal memory in middle-aged adults. In a prospective trial, community-dwelling older adults, completed a 7-day food record at baseline; five years later, cognitive function was assessed with a cognitive battery, and brain volume was measured by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (14) . Lower consumption of meat and meat products was associated with better cognitive functioning and greater total brain volume at follow up, suggesting that lower meat intake may be protective of brain health. Overall, several studies using food records for diet assessments of large cohorts have identified associations between dietary intake and cognitive function.
24-hour Dietary Recall
In a 24-hour dietary recall, respondents are asked to report all foods, beverages and supplements consumed within the last 24 hours. Structured interviews are conducted in person, over the telephone or through an automated self-administered collection system. A well-trained interviewer and the use of specific probes and multiple pass methods can help respondents recall more foods and details such as portion sizes and preparation methods (15) . Due to intra-individual variation in dietary intake, multiple recalls are required to assess an individual's usual intake. High levels of physical functioning and literacy of participants are not required, reducing the potential for nonresponse bias, and the recall period is short, reducing the reliance on long-term memory. Similar to food records, underreporting is a concern and can be affected by several factors such as obesity, gender, education, social desirability and literacy (9) . Despite these limitations, the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) collects 24-hour dietary recalls with the U.S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) fully computerized Automated Multiple Pass Method (16) .
Although the 24-hr recall method is not frequently administered in large cohort studies, due to the need for multiple recalls and well-trained staff, it has effectively been used to identify associations between dietary intake and cognitive function. In a sample of over 400 Korean adults, 24-hr recalls were used to examine the relationship between dietary intake and cognitive performance (MMSE for Koreans) (17) . Total amount of foods and energy were significantly related to lower cognitive function scores, and individuals with lower cognitive scores had diets lower in most nutrients, suggesting that inadequate nutrient intake is associated with reduced cognitive status. The Supplementation with Antioxidant Vitamins and Minerals study (SU.VI. MAX ; n=12,741), a randomized trial evaluating the effect of an antioxidant supplement on the incidence of cancers and cardiovascular disease in French middle-aged adults (18) , collected 24-hour dietary recalls every two months via computerized questionnaires during the two year intervention. Thirteen years later, participants were invited to participate in the SU.VI.MAX 2 which included a battery of neuropsychological tests. Secondary analyses from these trials has used dietary data collected during SU.VI.MAX to evaluate the association between midlife dietary habits and cognitive performance assessed 13 years later in SU.VI.MAX 2. Positive associations between cognitive performance and carotenoid-rich dietary pattern (19) , total polyphenols (20) fruit and vegetables (21) , and a healthy dietary pattern (22) have been reported in this cohort. Thus, analysis of dietary intake with 24-hr recalls is feasible in large cohorts and can be used to identify dietary patterns associated with cognitive function.
Food Frequency Questionnaires (FFQ)
FFQs collect information on the usual frequency of consumption of a list of foods over a specific time period, which typically ranges from 1 month to 1 year. Several FFQs such as the Block (23), Willett (24) , and Diet History Questionnaires (25) have been utilized, validated, and adapted for an array of populations. FFQs are typically validated with food records, multiple 24-hr recalls, and/or nutrient biomarkers. FFQs are frequently administered in epidemiological studies because they are self-administered, retrospective (i.e., capturing usual intake over an extended period of time), low cost, circumvent recent diet changes and require relatively minimal respondent burden. However, this method has a considerable amount of both systematic and random measurement error because food lists are not comprehensive and accurate recall of usual diet is a complex task, highly reliant on memory and conceptual skills. Therefore, FFQ data should only be used to rank individuals in a population by food or nutrient intake and not for estimating absolute levels (i.e. mean and variance) of dietary intake (9). The majority of observational studies that have identified a correlation between dietary intake and dementia or cognitive impairment have utilized FFQs, and a recent review discussed numerous observational studies that have used FFQs to investigate this relationship (26) . Epidemiologic studies that have used FFQs generally support a protective role of monounsaturated fatty acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids, fish consumption, fruit and vegetable consumption, dairy consumption, and higher adherence to a Mediterraneantype diet against cognitive decline and risk of progression to dementia (27) . FFQs are by far the most commonly used method used in observational studies, but due to the large amount of error in FFQs, caution should be taken in interpretation of the data.
Nutrient Biomarkers
Nutrient biomarkers are analyzed from blood, urine, or tissue and function as biochemical indicators of an individual's dietary intake and exposure to a particular nutrient and can be used to validate intake estimates from other dietary assessment methods. Dietary biomarkers can be divided into two categories: "recovery" and "concentration" (27) . Recovery biomarkers provide an absolute, quantitative measure of intake (i.e. 24-h urinary nitrogen excretion as a measure of protein intake and doubly labeled water for assessment of daily total energy expenditure), yet few biomarkers fall into this category. The majority of biomarkers are "concentration" biomarkers and simply quantify the concentration of a given dietary constituent at a given point in time and are not an absolute measure of intake. Although some biomarkers are reflective of long-term intake (i.e. selenium in toenails), a single measurement is typically not reflective of long-term dietary intake and usual nutrient status of an individual. Thus, the majority of "concentration" biomarkers measures should only be used for grouping individuals by relative levels of intake. Collection of nutrient biomarkers requires 24-hr urinary collections, fasting, and/or blood draw which are burdensome. Not all nutrients or phytochemicals have identifiable biomarkers, and analysis of multiple nutrients can be expensive; therefore, researchers may be limited to single nutrient analysis which cannot capture the complexity and entirety of an individual's diet. The efficacy of whole foods and combinations of foods within the diet are neglected when assessment is focused on individual compounds, and dietary sources of a nutrient and frequency of consumption cannot be determined without another diet assessment method. Another limitation with nutrient biomarkers is the potential for being confounded by intra-and inter-individual differences in absorption and metabolism (27) . Furthermore, reliability for many biomarkers has not been thoroughly evaluated in older adults. Recently, metabolomics, the global analysis of metabolites in biological fluids, has emerged as a new tool with potential application in dietary assessment and identification of novel dietary biomarkers of foods, dietary components, and dietary patterns. This technique has identified potential biomarkers for foods such as raspberries (28) , broccoli (28) , and citrus (29) , and dietary patterns including high-meat diet (30) , fruit and vegetable intake (30) , and Western diet (31) . Despite the potential utility of metabolomics, research on the application in dietary assessment is currently lacking. To our knowledge, nutritional metabolomics has not been utilized in the investigation between diet and cognition.
There has been limited use of biomarkers of dietary intake to investigate the association between diet and cognitive function. Higher concentrations of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid in erythrocyte membranes and plasma have both been associated with reduced risk of cognitive decline (32, 33) (34) . Worse overall cognitive function and less total cerebral brain volume were associated with the high trans fat pattern (34) . However, PCA of nutrient biomarkers must be conducted within each study sample due to variations between populations of interest. Thus, the nutrient biomarker patterns previously identified by Bowman et. al. may not be associated with the same cognitive outcomes and vice-versa. Although nutrient biomarkers are an objective assessment of dietary intake, the use in diet and cognition research has been limited, and validity and reliability of many biomarkers has not been thoroughly assessed in different populations.
Cognitive Processes in Dietary Recall
The cognitive processes engaged by the respondent during completion of diet assessment methods must be understood in order to identify how cognitive function may influence the utility of diet assessment methods. Four main stages of cognitive processing in dietary recall (FFQ and 24-hr recalls) have been proposed: 1) question comprehension, 2) information retrieval, 3) estimation/judgement, and 4) response formulation (35) . In the first stage, respondents must be able to understand the question and how to answer it. Question comprehension may be influenced by demographic factors such as intelligence, education and age (35) . In the second stage of information retrieval, the individual must retrieve the requested information from memory, and memory impairments can significantly impact recall at this stage. Given the FFQs reliance on respondent's long term memory, recall accuracy declines as the time between the reference period and administration of the FFQ (i.e., retention interval) increases (36) . The third stage of the cognitive process includes estimation and judgments about the recalled information (35) . If the information recalled in the previous stage is considered inadequate, respondents tend to rely on general knowledge of their typical diet, such as what they routinely eat, rather than memory of what they actually eat (36, 37) . This can result in errors of omission (i.e., failure to report items consumed) and intrusions (i.e., reporting items that were not consumed) (36) . Estimations about usual frequency and portion size must also be made in the third stage, and FFQs that include portion sizes (i.e., semi-quantitative) increase the complexity of the task. Portion sizes are not constant over time and mental averaging must be done to determine consumption of seasonal items or whether the portion size referred to in the questionnaire is different than what is typically consumed (35) . Respondents generally lack long-term memory about the typical portion size of foods they eat (36) , and defined portion sizes used in semi-quantitative FFQs do not significantly increase validity of the questionnaire (38) . 24-hr recalls are less challenging conceptually than FFQs and have considerably less error than FFQs (25, 39) . In the final stage of the cognitive process, response formulation, individuals formulate a response after gauging expectations of the interviewer. Thus, even if the individual was able to recall and estimate intake correctly, the final response may be subject to error from social desirability bias.
Error and bias are possible at each stage of the cognitive processes of dietary recall and may be exacerbated by impairments in cognition. Cognitive abilities affect comprehension of the method and the cognitive processes that contribute to self-reporting of diet. Different dietary assessment methods require multiple cognitive abilities including literacy, word comprehension, memory, estimation, abstract reasoning, and knowledge of food items and preparation. Researchers must recognize the potential consequences of fallibility of cognitive function including reduced validity and or reliability of diet assessment methods.
Influence of Cognitive Function on Dietary AssessmentExperimental Evidence
Several studies have evaluated the validity and reliability of diet assessment methods in older adults and do not suggest additional problems in dietary intake assessment compared to younger age groups (40) (41) (42) . However, these studies have primarily been conducted in healthy, well-functioning older adults, and may not be applicable to older adults with cognitive impairments or those experiencing age-related cognitive decline. It estimated that in the U.S., 22% of adults over 71 years of age have cognitive impairments without dementia (2) . Changes in cognitive performance including reductions in executive function, working memory and long-term memory are common in older adults (8) . Potential methodological issues in the nutritional assessment of individuals with impaired cognitive function must be considered, and studies designed to assess the relationship between dietary factors and cognitive function must understand the effect of cognitive function itself on the utility of self-reported dietary intake. Although research in this area is limited, a few studies have investigated the impact of cognitive function on accuracy of dietary reporting (Table 1) .
Reliability and validity of a modified, self-administered Harvard Youth/Adolescent FFQ (43) was assessed in a biracial sample of older adults from the Chicago Health and Aging Project (44) . Global cognitive scores were calculated from performance on East Boston Tests of Immediate Memory (short-term memory), Delayed Memory, Mini-Mental State Examination (45) and Symbol Digit Modalities Test (processing speed). Although the reliability and validity for the average of 15 nutrients did not differ across the tertiles of global cognitive function, a few individual nutrients were significantly associated with cognitive function. Reliability for Vitamin E from foods and Vitamin D, and validity of calcium intake were significantly lower in the lowest cognitive score tertile; however, variations by nutrient were not addressed by the authors. Furthermore, long-term memory, which was not assessed in this study, is more likely to affect one's ability to complete a FFQ than processing speed and short-term memory; therefore, the use of a global cognitive score may mask poor performance on specific domains of cognition that have a more direct impact on accurate dietary recall.
The validity of an interviewer-administered, Harvard semi-quantitative FFQ (24) for estimation of dietary intake of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) was assessed in a sample of community-dwelling older adults (46) . FFQ estimates of EPA and DHA intake were significantly associated with plasma phospholipid total verylong-chain omega-3 fatty acid concentrations, and correlation coefficients were similar between subjects with low or high cognitive function and across clinical diagnoses of normal, mild cognitive impairment and dementia. However, estimated intake of EPA and DHA were calculated from only four questions in the FFQ about fish and seafood consumption and use of dietary supplements. Thus, estimated intake of nutrients that are more ubiquitous in the diet may be more susceptible to errors than EPA and DHA which are less abundant in the diet.
Under and over reporting errors are common in dietary recall and have a considerable effect on the validity and reliability of diet assessment methods (47, 48) . Cognitive ability of community-dwelling older adults from a longitudinal cohort study was assessed with the Modified Mini Mental State Exam (3MS) at baseline (49) , and participants completed the Block FFQ (23). Individuals with reporting errors had significantly lower 3MS scores than those without errors, and the association between cognitive ability and reporting errors remained even after adjustments for age, race, gender, education, BMI and physical activity. The results from this bi-racial sample of older adults suggest that lower cognitive function is associated with more reporting errors and can subsequently bias FFQ data.
Reliability and validity of a 175-item Scottish Collaborative Group FFQ was evaluated in free-living older adults from Scotland (50) . Reliability for the average of 25 nutrients was similar across low-, medium, and high-scores of short-term memory and executive function. The validity correlation coefficients for the average of 25 nutrients was lowest in the low-score tertile of short-term memory and executive function, suggesting that validity is adversely affected by cognitive function. Reliability and validity of individual nutrients was not reported; thus, it is unknown whether specific nutrients were more affected by cognitive ability than others.
Bowman et. al compared reliability and validity of a FFQ and plasma nutrient biomarkers in a small sample of older adults with and without mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (51) . The National Cancer Institute-Diet History Questionnaire (25) was self-administered, and trained personnel were available to assist the participants with completion of the FFQ. Many of the nutrient biomarkers had good reliability in both groups but was lower in those with MCI. However, this study had a small sample size and may be underpowered to account for the inter-and intra-individual variability in nutrient biomarker analysis. Interestingly, FFQ reliability was lower in nonimpaired individuals compared to those with MCI, which the authors believe to be a demonstration of memory deficit falsely inflating reliability. FFQ validity was also influenced by cognitive function. In individuals with MCI, more negative correlation coefficients were identified, and estimates of carotenoids and long chain fatty acids from the FFQ did not correlate with plasma estimates. This novel study demonstrated that reliability and validity of the FFQ and nutrient biomarkers varied by nutrient and that cognitive impairment can inflate reliability and decrease validity of the FFQ.
The limited research on the relationship between cognitive function and validity and reliability of dietary assessment methods has several limitations. First, it is important to recognize that in many cases, assessment of cognitive function has used the MMSE. This measure is a global "snapshot" of overall cognitive status that is better used as an initial screening measure than being representative of elements of cognitive function better captured by neuropsychological batteries. Measuring validity and reliability of dietary recall across global cognitive scores or MMSE scores cannot identify differences by specific cognitive domains and are not sensitive enough to detect subtle differences in cognitive abilities. The potential influence of specific cognitive domains that are more relevant to recall accuracy should be assessed such as executive function, long-term memory and short-term memory. Future validation studies should aim to further delineate the impact of specific domains of cognitive function on systematic errors in diet recall methods. Furthermore, the variation in reliability and validity of individual nutrients should be assessed. In two studies, reliability and validity of measurement for several individual nutrients varied by global cognitive score (44, 51) . Although these findings were not thoroughly addressed in the discussion by the authors, this should be considered by investigators using FFQs to estimate intake of a particular nutrient of interest.
Considerations for Selection and Administration of Diet Assessments
There are inherent errors in all diet assessment methods, but further errors due to cognitive impairment requires additional
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consideration and possible modifications of existing assessment methods. Individuals with suspected cognitive impairments may benefit from new approaches and modification of existing methods for cognitive ease. If possible, FFQs should be administered by trained interviewers that can assist in clarification of questions, motivate respondents, utilize cognitive interviewing techniques to aid in recall, and ensure that all questions are answered completely (52) . Interview administered questionnaires report higher reliability in recall data than self-administered questionnaires (35) . Cues such as reminders of situations in which foods may be consumed, prepared, or purchased may be incorporated in a FFQ and can improve comprehension and information retrieval and reduce difficulties in formulating responses (53) . Splitting longer FFQs into smaller parts reduces participate burden and the degree of attentional focus required at one time. Shortening the time frame recalled in a FFQ should be considered because recall of usual intake of the past few months is easier than the past year (36) . Alternatively, short-period assessment methods such as repeated 24-hr recalls or food records do not rely on respondent's long-term memory, and evidence suggests these methods are more accurate in assessing usual intake than FFQs (54, 55) . Despite the higher respondent burden than a FFQ or 24-hr recall, dietary records should be used for those with suspected memory impairments because they are completed at the time of the eating occasion, minimizing the reliance on memory. Dietary biomarkers and nutritional metabolomics, objective markers of diet assessment, are not subject to the potential errors due to cognitive function and can complement self-reported measurements by providing additional or substitute estimates of dietary intake. However, as reviewed earlier, dietary components are influenced by multiple metabolic and genetic factors, and these techniques still require further research for application, interpretation, and comparisons across different populations. Combining different methods with independent errors, such as a FFQ with nutrient biomarkers or food records, may circumvent some of the concerns with utilizing a single method. Additionally, combining methods can provide more accurate estimates of intake than one method (54) , and novel statistical modelling can be applied to partly correct for errors of self-reported dietary intake (56) (57) (58) .
Although this review has focused on traditional diet assessment methods, there is a significant area of research in the development and validation of innovative assessment tools utilizing internet and telecommunication technologies. As reviewed by Illner et. al (59) , these innovative technologies can be utilized for short-term and or long-term dietary assessment and can be classified into six groups: (1) Personal digital assistant-technologies, (2) mobile-phone-based technologies, (3) interactive computer-based technologies, (4) web-based technologies, (5) camera-and tape-recorder-based technologies and (6) scan and sensor-based technologies. Similarly, traditional methods are being further refined and improved, including the development of computer-administered FFQ and 24-h recalls (60) . Further description and evaluation of these innovative technologies have been reviewed elsewhere (59, 61) . The innovative alternatives may be advantageous logistically and financially; however, many of these methods are still reliant on self-report, and thus, have similar methodological problems as traditional assessment tools (59) . The new assessment technologies have the potential to enhance dietary assessment in future studies, but further research is needed on the applicability and usability of these new tools in an older population with impaired cognitive function and/or limited familiarity with technology.
Summary
Assessing individuals' dietary intake has long been recognized as a challenge in nutrition research (62) . The current review highlighted the potential influence of cognitive ability on errors in dietary data which has implications for epidemiological methodology and research on cognitive processes in diet assessment methods. Preventing or delaying the onset or progression of dementia through dietary interventions could have a significant impact on public health, and observational studies have identified several nutrients associated with reduced risk of cognitive impairment and decline (4) . However, researchers must be more critical in the analysis and interpretation of self-reported dietary data, especially in populations with high incidence of cognitive impairments. In summary, we must better understand the role of cognitive function on assessment of dietary intake to improve current diet assessment methods, guide the development of new methods to increase reporting accuracy, and develop and effectively evaluate future nutrition interventions.
